INFORMATION ONLY

Digital Programs listed in the document available on the website continue to be distributed, although, fewer and fewer requests are received as I mentioned in my interim report. I have also shared, via a private YouTube posting a recorded presentation by Barry Blyth.

In that interim report I expressed several ideas and concerns. My attempts to understand the relationship between the various types of digital programs and participate in their distribution, or at least be informed in advance or included in discussions about these, has met with rejection or simply a feeble, if any, response with no follow-up.

As a reminder, the basic premise was to link together all digital resources in one accessible place and to coordinate their accessibility (available to all and/or members only). This would include PowerPoint presentations, Online Zoom presentations and Judges Trainings.

While I still believe all that I proposed is needed, it is clear that I am not the person to move this forward with the current leadership. I take total blame for my inability to communicate in a way that can be received and discussed.

Respectfully submitted,
Neil Houghton, Digital Program Coordinator
23 April, 2021